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1 Introduction
This paper aims at extending the Role and Reference Grammar (RRG) approach to
adverbs set out in Van Valin & LaPolla (1997) and Van Valin (2005). Apart from the
work by Nuyts (1993), Ortigosa (2003), Toratani (2007) and Mora-Bustos (2009),
adverbs have received comparatively little attention in RRG. Degree adverbs have
not been analyzed in RRG at all and have also been given comparatively less
attention in other frameworks (for diUerent analyses embedded in a generative
tradition cf. Doetjes 1997, Vecchiato 1999). In this paper, I will primarily focus
on adverbially used degree expressions, as exempliVed by the English examples
in (1). A lot is used to indicate the intensity of frightening in (a). Following
Bolinger (1972), cases like in (a) are called ‘(verbal) degree gradation’ (I adopt
the terminology put forward in Löbner 2012). In (b) a lot is used to specify the
temporal duration of the sleeping event, whereas in (c) it indicates the frequency
of his going to the cinema. Examples (b) and (c) are subsumed under the label
‘extent gradation.’
(1) a. The dog frightens the boy a lot.
b. Last night, the boy slept a lot.
c. He goes to the cinema a lot.
Although English makes use of a single adverb for extent and degree gradation,
other languages like Polish use diUerent adverbs for both subtypes of verb gra-
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dation. In Polish, the degree expression bardzo ‘very’ is used for degree gradation
and it makes use of dużo ‘much’ for extent gradation.1
(2) a. Ta
dem
dziewczyna
girl
bardzo
very
lubi
likes
tego
dem
psa.
dog
‘The girl likes the dog very much.’
b. On
he
dużo
much
spał.
slept
‘He slept a lot.’
c. Ona
she
chodzi
goes
dużo
much
do
prep
kin-a.
cinema-gen
‘She goes to the cinema a lot.’
English and Polish exemplify two diUerent patterns in the distribution of adver-
bial degree expressions. In English, the same degree expression is used for extent
and degree gradation and it can also be used as an adnominal quantity expression,
as shown in (3).2 Polish, on the other hand, uses two diUerent degree expressions
for both subtypes of verb gradation. The one used for extent gradation – dużo
– is also used adnominally to specify a nominal quantity (4). Bardzo, the degree
expression used for verbal degree gradation, does not have an adnominal use but
rather also functions as an intensiVer of adjectives in the positive form (5). In
English, a lot cannot be used for grading adjectives, instead very has to be used
(as indicated in the translation of example (5)).
(3) There is a lot of chocolate in the cake.
(4) a. Ten
dem
mężczyzna
man
ma
has
dużo
much
książek.
books.gen
‘The man has many books.’
b. W
prep
jeziorze
lake.loc
jest
is
dużo
much
wod-y.
water-gen
‘There is much water in the sea.’
1 List of abbreviations used in the paper: abl ‘ablative’, acc ‘accusative’, aor ‘aorist’, aux ‘auxil-
iary’, caus ‘causative’, comp ‘comparative’, dat ‘dative’, def ‘deVnite’, dem ‘demonstrative’, distr
‘distributive’, e ‘exclusive’, gen ‘genitive’, incep ‘inceptive’, ipfv ‘imperfective’, loc ‘locative’, perf
‘perfective’, pl ‘plural’, poss ‘possessive’, pst ‘past’, prep ‘preposition’, prog ‘progressive’, refl
‘reWexive’, rempst ‘remote past’, sg ‘singular’.
2 I use the term ‘adnominal quantity expression’ to refer to the use of degree expressions in the
nominal domain.
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(5) Ten
dem
chłopiec
boy
jest
is
bardzo
very
wysoki.
tall
‘The boy is very tall.’
The contrast indicated by the English and Polish examples leads to diUerent ques-
tions. First, is there any particular reason why degree expressions used for extent
gradation (English a lot, Polish dużo) are also used as adnominal quantity expres-
sions and those restricted to degree gradation (Polish bardzo and English very)
are not? Second, do languages like Polish display a diUerence between extent and
degree gradation that, as such, does not exist in, for example, English? Or is it
a universal distinction between extent and degree gradation, which in English is
only masked by the use of the same adverbial expression for both?
In this paper, I will present answers to both questions. The central claim will
be that languages like English display the same distinction between extent and
degree gradation as languages such as Polish do. Essentially, the distinction be-
tween extent and degree gradation will be related to two diUerent syntactic con-
Vgurations in which adverbially used degree expressions show up. This results in
the claim that degree expressions in English and similar languages are syntacti-
cally ambiguous, whereas Polish, for example, uses two distinct and syntactically
unambiguous adverbial degree expressions. In RRG terms, I will propose that
extent gradation is syntactically realized at the core layer, whereas degree grada-
tion is expressed at the nucleus layer. This syntactic diUerence will also explain
the cross-categorical distribution of degree expressions, namely why expressions
used for extent gradation also function as adnominal quantity expressions. In
this paper, I will focus on data from French and German, which display the same
kind of diUerence exempliVed by the English and Polish examples above. Section
2 will provide the relevant background on verb gradation. The cross-categorical
distribution of degree expression will be discussed in section 3. Section 4 provides
a discussion of the French degree adverb beaucoup ‘a lot’ and argues that it is syn-
tactically ambiguous. The relevant background of adverbs in RRG is introduced
in section 5. Section 6 presents the crucial data on which the syntactic analysis
of adverbial degree expressions in section 7 is based. The data will consist of
scope interactions between degree adverbs and (aspectual) operators. In section
8, I extend the syntactic analysis to adnominal uses of degree expressions and end
with a conclusion in section 9.
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2 Verb gradation
Gradation is usually considered to be a prototypical property of adjectives.3 For
adjectives, gradability is grammatically relevant since only gradable adjectives
appear in degree constructions without coercion of their meaning. In languages
that have degree morphology, such as English with its comparative –er or superla-
tive –est, only gradable adjectives take these morphemes (6a). Although degree
morphology is not universal, all languages that have gradable adjectives also have
special degree constructions (Bhat & Pustet 2000) such as the equative (6b) or the
combination of the adjective with a degree expression like English very (c).
(6) a. tall – taller – tallest; dead - #deader - #deadest
b. He is as tall as his brother.
c. He is very tall.
As argued quite early by Sapir (1944) and embedded in a broader discussion by
Bolinger (1972), gradation is not restricted to adjectives, but a characteristic of
all word classes. Even degree morphology is not restricted to adjectives and
languages such as Jalonke (Mande) combine verbs with degree morphemes. The
preVx ma- in Jalonke either functions as a distributive marker (7) expressing a
multiplicity of actions or it is used as a degree expression with verbs as in (8).
Jalonke (Mande, Lüpke 2005: 309)
(7) Nxo
1pl.e
ma-giri
distr-cross
xure-n’
stream-def
i.
at
‘We crossed the stream a lot.’
Jalonke (Mande, Lüpke 2005: 308)
(8) a. bundaa
‘be wet’
ma-bundaa
‘be a little wet’
b. Vsa
‘be better’
ma-Vsa
‘be a little better’
In the case of adjectives, gradation aUects the gradable property expressed by
the adjective. Gradation has the eUect of further specifying the degree of the
property of the referent of the adjective by comparing it to some other degree (cf.
3 Throughout this paper I use the terms ‘gradation’ and ‘intensiVcation’ interchangeably.
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Bierwisch 1989, Kennedy 1999 among others). The comparandum can either be
explicitly represented, as in the comparative or equative construction, or it can
be a context-dependent standard value as in (5c).4 For very Kennedy & McNally
(2005) assume that it introduces a context-dependent standard value, which is
conceived as ‘high’ in the given context. (6c) then has the reading that among
those who are tall his tallness is conceived of as (contextually) high, meaning he
is not only tall but tall to a high degree.
Gradation as illustrated by the examples above and in the Vrst section can
intuitively be described as the speciVcation of the degree of a property, which
allows for variable instantiation. Formally, this is captured by the notion of ‘scale,’
meaning that gradable properties are analyzed as scalar predications. Scales are
understood as linearly ordered degrees in a certain dimension and can be formally
described by three parameters: a measurement dimension (D) such as width
or price, a set of values (D), for example, size or price values, and an ordering
relation (R) that determines the linear order of the degrees (Kennedy & McNally
2005). DiUerent analyses of gradable adjectives are proposed in the literature (cf.
Kennedy 1999 for an overview of the discussion) and the currently most popular
ones assume a degree-based analysis.5 Gradable adjectives somehow encode a
scale in their lexical semantics and gradation is related to a speciVcation of a
degree on that scale.
Gradation is more complex for verbs than it is for adjectives. There are at
least two reasons for that higher complexity on the side of verbs. First, although
all gradable adjectives are analyzed as expressing scalar predications, most verbs
are not considered to express scalar predications. Rappaport Hovav (2008) and
Rappaport Hovav & Levin (2010) argue that only verbs expressing a directed
change in a single dimension are scalar. This leads to the claim that only lexical
change of state verbs like broaden, widen or grow and a subset of verbs of directed
motion such as rise and enter are scalar. Basically, all activity predicates like
bleed or hit are considered as expressing nonscalar changes, whereby ‘change’
is understood in the sense of Dowty (1979) and is used to capture dynamicity.6
4 Kennedy & McNally (2005) among others also assume that the positive form of adjectives expresses
a comparison with a standard value.
5 Note that there have also been nondegree based analyses of gradable adjectives – for example, Klein
(1980).
6 Beavers (2011) also argues for a latent scalar structure of verbs of impact like hit.
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The German examples in (9) indicate that gradability is not restricted to scalar
verbs in the narrow sense of Rappaport Hovav & Levin, but also activities such as
bluten ‘bleed’ and states like lieben ‘love’ can be graded.7 In (a), sehr speciVes the
quantity of emitted blood, whereas in (b) the degree expression is used to indicate
the intensity of the boy’s love. (c) shows an example of a degree gradation of a
scalar verb in the narrow sense of Rappaport Hovav & Levin. In this case, sehr
speciVes the degree of change (see Hay et al. 1999 as well as Fleischhauer 2013,
2016 for the discussion of such cases).
(9) a. Der
the
Junge
boy
blutet
bleeds
sehr.
very
‘The boy is bleeding a lot.’
b. Der
the
Junge
boy
liebt
loves
seine
his
Mutter
mother
sehr.
very
‘The boy loves his mother very much.’
c. Der
the
Junge
boy
ist
is
sehr
very
gewachsen.
grown
‘The boy has grown a lot.’
Up to now, there has been no clear notion of scalarity of verbs and Rappaport
Hovav & Levin’s distinction between scalar and nonscalar changes does not co-
incide with gradability. This shows that scales are independent of the notion of
‘change’ and that it is an open question whether gradability of verbs depends on
some speciVc property (and is therefore predictable) or not (cf. Tsujimura 2001
for a discussion of gradability of verbs in Japanese).
The second argument for the higher complexity of verb gradation compared
to adjectives is that, contrary to adjectives, verbs denote eventualities. Verb gra-
dation can either be related to specifying the degree of a gradable property lex-
icalized by the verb (degree gradation as in (9)) or it can be related to a gradable
property of the event (extent gradation as in (10)). German uses sehr ‘very’ for
degree gradation and viel ‘much’ for extent gradation. In (10a) it is the frequency
of raining events that is speciVed by viel, whereas it is the temporal duration of
the sleeping event in (b).
7 See Gamerschlag (2014) and Fleischhauer & Gamerschlag (2014) for the argumentation that stative
verbs can be distinguished into scalar and nonscalar ones similarly to Rappaport Hovav & Levin’s
partitioning of dynamic verbs.
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(10) a. Letzten
last
Sommer
summer
hat
has
es
it
viel
much
geregnet.
rained
‘Last summer, it rained a lot.’
b. Letzte
last
Nacht
night
hat
has
der
the
Junge
boy
viel
much
geschlafen.
slept
‘The boy slept a lot last night.’
Extent gradation is restricted to eventive predications and hence not possible with
attributively used adjectives. Predicatively used adjectives allow extent gradation
as (11) indicates.
(11) Der
the
Junge
boy
ist
is
viel
much
krank.
ill
‘The boy is ill a lot.’
As the data in (9) and (10) show, German uses diUerent degree expressions for
extent and degree gradation, just like Polish does. French, as shown in (12), is like
English in using the same degree expression for extent and degree gradation. In
(12a) beaucoup ‘a lot’ speciVes the frequency of going to the cinema, whereas in
(b) it is the degree of appreciation. The example in (c) is ambiguous in the sense
that both a durative and frequentative interpretation of beaucoup are possible,
which means that John either slept for a long time or that he slept often during
some implicit period of time.
(12) a. Jean
Jean
va
goes
beaucoup
a lot
au
to.the
cinéma.
cinema
‘Jean goes to the movies a lot.’ (Doetjes 2007: 685)
b. Jean
Jean
a
has
beaucoup
a lot
apprécié
appreciated
ses
his
conseils.
advice
‘Jean appreciated his advice a lot.’ (Abeille et al. 2004: 186)
c. Jean
Jean
a
has
beaucoup
a lot
dormi.
slept
‘John slept a lot.’
The frequency reading of extent gradation is nearly synonymous to correspond-
ing sentences that contain frequency adverbs such as French souvent ‘often’ (13).
DiUerent authors, such as de Swart (1993) and Abeille et al. (2004), analyze fre-
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quency adverbs as quantiVers. Beaucoup, on the other hand, is not treated as a
quantiVer due to its use in degree contexts like (12b). Bosque & Masullo (1998)
go even further and subsume Spanish examples like those in (14) under the label
‘verbal quantiVcation.’
(13) Jean
Jean
va
goes
souvent
often
au
to.the
cinéma.
cinema
‘Jean goes to the movies a lot.’
(14) a. Llovió
rained
muy
very
poco.
little
‘It rained very little.’ (Bosque & Masullo 1998: 19)
b. Dormir
sleep
un poco.
a bit
‘Sleep a little bit.’ (Bosque & Masullo 1998: 26)
c. Ir
go
poco
little
en
by
tren.
train
‘Go rarely by train.’ (Bosque & Masullo 1998: 25)
Example (14a) corresponds to Bolinger’s degree gradation, whereas those in (b)
and (c) are instances of extent gradation. Bosque & Masullo assume that (un)
poco ‘a bit/little’ functions as a quantiVer in all cases in (14), but do not provide
arguments for this view. This is probably an overgeneralization from the more
well-studied case of adnominal quantiVcation to less studied cases such as those
in (14). In the next section, I discuss the cross-categorical distribution of degree
expressions in more detail and turn to the question whether expressions such as
mucho, beaucoup or viel are really quantiVers or not in section 8.
3 Cross-categorical distribution of degree expressions
In the last section, Bosque & Masullo’s claim that gradation is a subtype of quan-
tiVcation was mentioned. A possible reason for this assumption, which I rejected,
could be the cross-categorical distribution of degree/quantity expressions. The
Spanish degree expressions mucho ‘a lot’ and (un) poco ‘a bit/little’ are used ad-
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verbially as well as adnominally.8 As already pointed out in the previous sections,
French, but also Spanish and English, show a diUerent cross-categorical distribu-
tion of degree expressions from the distribution found in German and Polish. I
will distinguish three contexts in which degree expressions are used: they can be
used as adverbial, adnominal or adadjectival degree expressions. Starting with
the adnominal use, the examples in (15) and (16) show that French and German
use beaucoup and viel respectively for specifying a quantity of mass as well as
count nouns. German indirectly displays the mass/count distinction by the in-
Wection of viel. In the case of plural count nouns, viel is also inWected for plurality
(16b), whereas the plurality marking is absent if it modiVes a mass noun (a). In
French, beaucoup is neutral with regard to the mass/count distinction and does
not show an overt reWex of it. English a lot is like French beaucoup and onlymuch
and many are sensitive to the mass/count dichotomy.
(15) a. beaucoup
a lot
de
of
soup
soup
‘much soup’
b. beaucoup
a lot
de
of
livres
books
‘many books’
(16) a. viel
much
Suppe
soup
‘much soup’
b. viele
much.pl
Bücher
books
‘many books’
The examples in (17) and (18) show the combination of degree expressions with
the positive form of adjectives as well as comparatives in French and German.
French uses très ‘very’ for the positive form but beaucoup for the comparative. In
addition to this, in German diUerent degree expressions are used for intensifying
the positive and comparative form of adjectives. For the positive, German uses
sehr, whereas it makes use of viel for the comparative. In both languages the
8 While Bosque & Masullo argue that degree is a subtype of quantity, Sapir (1944: 93) argues that
“grading [. . .] precedes measurement and counting” and Gary (1979) takes degree and quantity as
manifestations of the same category.
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expression used for grading comparatives is the same one that is also used in
adnominal contexts, whereas the positive requires a diUerent intensiVer.
(17) a. Paul
Paul
est
is
très/*beaucoup
very/much
grand.
tall
‘Paul is very tall.’
b. Paul
Paul
est
is
beaucoup/*très
a lot/very
plus
more
grand
tall
que
than
Daniel.
Daniel
‘Paul is much taller than Daniel.’
(18) a. Paul
Paul
ist
is
sehr/*viel
very/*much
groß.
tall
‘Paul is very tall.’
b. Paul
Paul
ist
is
viel/*sehr
much/*very
größer
taller
als
than
Daniel.
Daniel
‘Paul is much taller than Daniel.’
The adverbial context has already been discussed in the last section. The ex-
amples in (9) and (10) for German and in (12) for French revealed that German
uses sehr for degree gradation and viel for extent gradation, whereas French uses
beaucoup for both. French and German show a slightly diUerent cross-categorical
distribution of the degree expressions discussed in this section. In French, it is
only the positive form of adjectives that requires a diUerent intensiVer. German
marks both gradation of adjectives in the positive form as well as degree grada-
tion of verbs similarly. Table 1 summarizes the distribution of degree expressions
for French, English, Spanish, German, Bulgarian and Polish. In addition, data
from two non-Indo-European languages are included in the table. Finnish (Finno-
Ugric) has the same pattern that also shows up in French and Spanish, whereas
Tatar (Turkic) is like German and Polish.9 It is not always the case that languages
use a diUerent intensiVer for adjectives in the positive than they use for the other
degree contexts. Bulgarian, for example, makes use of mnogo ‘very, a lot’ in all
the contexts distinguished in table 1.10
9 The data from Tatar and Bulgarian are shown in the appendix. The data of the other languages
have already been discussed throughout the paper, except Finnish. The Finnish data are taken
from Karttunen (1975). For a broader cross-linguistic investigation of the distribution of degree
expressions see Fleischhauer (2016).
10 An anonymous reviewer mentioned that colloquial Serbian also uses mnogo in all the contexts
mentioned above.
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Language adjectival domain nominal domain verbal domain
Positive Comparative Mass Count Extent Degree
French très beaucoup beaucoup beaucoup beaucoup beaucoup
English very a lot a lot a lot a lot a lot
Spanish muy mucho mucho mucho mucho mucho
Finnish hyvin paljon paljon paljon paljon paljon
Bulgarian mnogo mnogo mnogo mnogo mnogo mnogo
German sehr viel viel viel viel sehr
Polish bardzo dużo dużo dużo dużo bardzo
Tatar bik küp küp küp küp bik
Table 1: Cross-categorical distribution of degree expressions.
Table 1 merely lists eight languages, which does not allow for any conclusive
typological generalizations. Nevertheless, it shows that in these languages the
expression used for verbal extent gradation is also always used as an adnominal
quantity expression. And if a language has diUerent expressions for extent and
degree gradation, the expression used for degree gradation also applies to the
positive form of adjectives. It has to be mentioned that languages usually have
several synonymous degree expressions which can diUer in their distribution, as
is the case for English (very) much and a lot. Only the latter is used for extent
gradation and used as an adnominal quantity expression. Hence the claims made
in this section have to be substantiated by looking at a larger range of data and
also by looking into more languages. But at the present stage, I have decided to
concentrate on the most neutral degree expressions, meaning such expressions
that do not convey emphatic content and have the broadest distribution. For
German, these are sehr and viel, even if several hundred intensiVers can be listed
for German (see Van Os 1989).
In section 8, I will argue that it is no accident that German, for example, uses
viel rather than sehr for extent gradation. But Vrst, I focus on the diUerence be-
tween verbal extent and degree gradation and thereby follow Doetjes (1997) in
assuming that expressions like French beaucoup are not semantically ambiguous
in terms of expressing a high degree and a high frequency. Assuming a uni-
form semantics for these expressions, I will rather show in the next section that
beaucoup is syntactically ambiguous.
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4 Syntactic ambiguity of beaucoup
The aim of this section is to show that the adverbially used French degree ex-
pression beaucoup is syntactically ambiguous. With ‘syntactically ambiguous’ I
mean that an expression can be used in two clearly distinct syntactic conVgu-
rations which are associated with two diUerent semantic interpretations. Two
arguments will be presented in support of this claim. First, it will be shown that
adverbial beaucoup allows for multiple realizations in a single sentence. It can
simultaneously be realized as a degree as well as an extent intensiVer. Second,
it will be shown that the syntactic position of beaucoup constrains its interpre-
tation. Similar claims are made by Vecchiato (1999), who argues that diUerences
in the syntactic distribution of degree and extent beaucoup as well as the multiple
realization of beaucoup indicate an apparent syntactic ambiguity of the degree ex-
pression. Working in the cartographic enterprise of Cinque (1999), she claims that
the data indicate that extent and degree beaucoup are related to two diUerent func-
tional projections in the clause. But in the end, she assumes the same functional
projection for both uses without an indication of how the diUerent readings of
beaucoup arise. My analysis diUers from hers in assuming that beaucoup is really
and not only apparently syntactically ambiguous and that the diUerence between
extent and degree gradation arises through two diUerent syntactic conVgurations
in which beaucoup can be used.
In (19) the multiple realization of beaucoup is shown. The degree adverb is
realized twice in the sentence and this leads to a speciVcation of the frequency of
bleeding events as well as to the degree of bleeding. It is the quantity of blood
emitted in the event that is speciVed in the degree interpretation of beaucoup. If
each linguistic category can only be speciVed once, the example in (19) shows that
extent and degree beaucoup are related to the expression of diUerent linguistic
categories. Taken alone this does not show that there is also a syntactic diUerence
between both uses of beaucoup, but it suggests that degree and extent intensiVers
belong to two diUerent semantic classes of adverbs.
(19) Il
he
a
has
beaucoup
a lot
saigné
bled
beaucoup
a lot
de
from
nez.
nose
‘He often bled out of his nose a lot.’
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It can be more clearly shown which use of beaucoup in (19) contributes the fre-
quency and which one contributes the degree interpretation. The examples in
(20) help to identify the syntactic positions and how they are related to the inter-
pretation of beaucoup. If beaucoup is placed between the auxiliary and the main
verb (20a), it is ambiguous as to whether a degree or an extent interpretation is
possible. But as the examples in (b) and (c) show there are two unambiguous
positions for beaucoup. If beaucoup directly follows the main verb, it can only
be interpreted as a degree intensiVer. Following the undergoer argument beau-
coup only allows for an extent interpretation. For (19) this means that the Vrst
occurrence of beaucoup has to specify the event’s frequency, since the syntactic
position of the second one only allows for the degree reading.
(20) a. Il
he
a
has
beaucoup
a lot
admiré
admired
cette
this
chanteuse
chanteuse
à
at
l’opera.
the opera
‘He has (often) admired this chanteuse (very much) at the opera.’
b. Il a admiré beaucoup cette chanteuse à l’opera
‘He has admired this chanteuse very much at the opera.’
c. Il a admiré cette chanteuse beaucoup à l’opera.
‘He has often admired this chanteuse at the opera.’
The sentences in (21) indicate that the syntactic position of beaucoup really puts
constraints on its interpretation. The main clause in the examples contains beau-
coup in a position between the auxiliary and the main verb (a) and following the
main verb in (b). In the subordinate sentence a degree speciVcation is added,
which introduces an inconsistent degree speciVcation with that of beaucoup. Un
peu ‘a little bit’ indicates a low degree, whereas beaucoup speciVes a high degree.
Example (b) is contradictory since it would simultaneously express that he emit-
ted a large quantity of blood (main clause) but that the quantity of blood he emit-
ted was small (subordinated clause). The sentence is contradictory since beaucoup
allows only for a degree reading in the position after the participle. If beaucoup
is placed between the auxiliary and the participle, no contradiction arises since
it allows for a frequency reading. Sentence (21a) has the interpretation that he
often bled, but only emitted a small quantity of blood.
(21) a. Il
he
a
has
beaucoup
a lot
saigné
bled
du
of.the
nez,
nose
mais
but
seulement
only
un peu.
a little bit
‘He often bled out of his nose, but only a little bit.’
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b. #Il
he
a
has
saigné
bled
beaucoup
a lot
du
of.the
nez,
nose
mais
but
seulement
only
un peu.
a little bit
‘He bled a lot out of his nose, but only a little bit.’
The data in this section have shown that the interpretation of beaucoup is con-
strained by the syntax. This leads to the claim that extent and degree gradation
are related to two diUerent syntactic conVgurations.11 In the next section, I will
present RRG’s view on adverbs, before I come to my analysis of the syntax of
adverbially used degree expressions in section 6.
5 Adverbs in RRG
Role and Reference Grammar assumes diUerent structured representations for
predicates, their arguments and adjuncts on the one hand and grammatical op-
erators on the other. These representations are called ‘constituent’ and ‘operator
projection’ respectively (Van Valin & LaPolla 1997, Van Valin 2005). Operators
are expressions for grammatical categories such as tense and aspect. Both, the
constituent and the operator structure, are built on the same semantically moti-
vated layered structure of the clause. RRG distinguishes between nucleus, core
and clause layers (leaving the sentence level aside). The nucleus contains only the
predicate, irrespective of whether it is a verb or some other predicating element
such as a predicatively used adjective. The core consists of the nucleus and the
arguments of the predicate. The highest layer – clause – contains the core and
some optional elements (cf. Van Valin 2005). Each layer has an optional periphery
that contains adjuncts and adverbials. Figure 1 gives a schematic representation
of the layered structure of the clause and the connection of the constituent and
the operator projection. Both structures are a mirror image of each other and are
connected through the predicate.
Adverbs are realized in the periphery of the constituent projection and can at-
tach to each of the three layers of the clause. Unlike in other approaches, such as
Cinque (1999), it is not assumed that adverbs have a Vxed base position. Neverthe-
less, the positioning of adverbs is not totally unconstrained. If multiple adverbs
are realized in a sentence, the layered structure of the clause constrains their
11 The analysis presented in this paper diUers from the one by Doetjes (1997) who assumes there is no
syntactic diUerence between the extent and degree interpretation of beaucoup.
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Clause
Core
Nuc
Pred
V
Nuc
Core
Clause
Constituent
Structure
Operator
Structure
Figure 1: Schematic representation of constituent and operator projections in RRG (following Van
Valin 2005: 12)
positioning. This means that the layered structure of the clause constraints the
linear order of multiple adverbs. Nucleus adverbs are realized closer to the pred-
icate than core adverbs, whereas core adverbs are again closer to the predicate
than clausal ones (Van Valin 2005: 21). Also, a relationship between adverbs and
operators is proposed. Adverbs are not operators, but “adverbs related to more
outer operators occur outside of adverbs related to more inner operators” (Van
Valin 2005: 20). Hence, the order of adverbs matches the order of operators to the
extent that they semantically correspond to each other. Innermost operators are
those specifying the nucleus, whereas the outermost ones are clausal operators.
A list of operator types is shown in (22). Nuclear operators modify the action
or event, whereas core operators are concerned with the relation between the
nucleus and its arguments. Finally, clausal operators modify the whole clause.
(22) a. Nucleus operators: aspect, negation, directional
b. Core operators: directionals, event quantiVcation, modality, negation
c. Clause operators: status, tense, evidentials, illocutionary force
(Van Valin 2005: 12)
As mentioned above, adverbs and operators can semantically correspond to each
other in expressing the same semantic category, such as aspect. Grammatical
aspect can either be expressed by grammatical operators, like –ing in English, or
such adverbs as continuously. As a Vrst indication, one can assume that adverbs
are realized at the same syntactic layer as their corresponding operators. The
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order of operators can therefore be roughly used as an indication of the syntax
of corresponding adverbs. But this is not a perfect correspondence since tense is
considered to be a sentence operator, whereas temporal adverbials are treated as
core adverbs (Van Valin & LaPolla 1997: 162).
There is no discussion of degree operators in RRG (as example (8) from Jalonke
showed, some languages have such operators in the verbal domain), but event
quantiVcation, which I consider similar to extent gradation, is discussed. Amele
(Papua-New Guinea) has a distributive morpheme –ad– which indicates a mul-
tiplicity of actions. This can be seen by the example in (23a), in contrast to (b)
which expresses a single action.
Amele (Papua-New Guinea; Roberts 1987, cited after Van Valin 2005: 11)
(23) a. Age
3pl
bel-ad-ein.
go-distr-3pl.rempst
‘They went in all directions.’
b. Age
3pl
bel-ein.
go-3pl.rempst
‘They went.’
Van Valin argues that event quantiVcation is a core layer operator. There are
two arguments in support of this view: Vrst, the distributive morpheme is closer
to the stem than the tense operator. Tense is taken to be a clause operator and
clausal operators occur outside of core operators. Athapaskan languages also
show that nucleus operators are closer to the stem than distributive morphemes.
In Slave, the inceptivity and perfectivity markers are realized to the right of the
distributive morpheme yá- (19). Rice (2000) discusses the order of verbal aXxes in
Athapaskan languages and shows that the order of aspect and distributive marker
shown in (24) also holds for other Athapaskan languages such as Koyukon, Athna
and Deni’ina.
Slave (Athapaskan; Rice 1989: 678, Rice 2000: 52)
(24) yá-d- i˛-ta
distr-incep-perf-kick
‘It kicked many times.’
The data in (23) and (24) show that distributive morphemes have to follow nucleus
operators such as aspect and that they precede clause operators as tense.
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The second argument in favor of analyzing event quantiVcation as an operation
at the core layer is that the core is the minimal expression of an event (Van Valin
2005: 11). At the core, all semantically necessary components of an event – the
event predicate and the event participants (Bohnemeyer & Van Valin 2013) – are
realized. The nucleus is too small to be a syntactic expression of the event since it
only contains the predicate but not the event participants. Also, operators that
locate the event, either temporal or spatial ones, are core/clausal operators and
therefore not present at the nucleus layer (Bohnemeyer & Van Valin 2013: 13).
Therefore, operators that specify the quantity of an event are realized at the core
layer or even higher up in the layered structure of the clause.
Based on Van Valin’s analysis of event quantiVers as core operators, I predict
that adverbial extent intensiVers should be core adverbs. In the next section I will
provide the crucial data that show that this prediction is true. A similar prediction
for adverbial degree intensiVers cannot be derived from the analysis of operators
in RRG. However, the next section will show that degree intensiVers are nucleus
adverbs and therefore diUer syntactically from extent intensiVers.
Before I turn to the discussion of the crucial data, a short note on methodology
is in order. Van Valin, following JackendoU (1972), proposes that the relative order
of adverbs reWects semantic scope relationships. Hence, analyzing the relative or-
der of adverbs allows determining the syntax of adverbs.12 A complicating factor
is that information structure can aUect the order of adverbs as shown by Maien-
born (1996, 2001) for locative adverbials in German. The German examples in (25)
show that no Vxed order of the degree intensiVer sehr and the directional adver-
bial aus der Nase ‘out of the nose’ can be established.13 Sehr can either follow or
precede the directional and no semantic diUerence exists between the sentences.
Nevertheless, native speakers agree that the sentence in (a) is preferred, even if
(b) is fully grammatical.
(25) a. Er
he
hat
has
sehr
very
aus
out
der
the
Nase
nose
geblutet.
bled
‘He bled a lot out of his nose.’
12 This kind of approach to the syntax of adverbs is also used in generative frameworks such as Cinque
(1999).
13 Van Valin (p.c.) mentions that aus der Nase is probably an argument adjunct rather than an adver-
bial. I leave this question open for future work since it does not aUect the principals of the current
analysis.
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b. Er
he
hat
has
aus
out
der
the
Nase
nose
sehr
very
geblutet.
bled
‘He bled a lot out of his nose.’
To determine the relative order of adverbs, it would be necessary to discuss infor-
mation structure, which goes beyond the limits of the current paper. I will use a
diUerent strategy and base my analysis on scope relationships that exist between
degree adverbs and aspectual operators.
6 Scope relationships
In this section, I will show that degree and extent intensiVers have diUerent scope
relationships with regard to grammatical aspect. It will be shown that extent in-
tensiVers have scope over grammatical aspect, whereas grammatical aspect has
scope over degree intensiVers. Scope can informally be deVned as “a relational
notion, where the interpretation of one expression depends on another one in a
certain way” (de Swart 1998: 29). If extent intensiVers have scope over grammati-
cal aspect, then the interpretation of aspect should be constrained or inWuenced
by the intensiVer. On the other hand, if aspect operators have scope over degree
intensiVers, the interpretation of degree gradation should be aUected by gram-
matical aspect.
Generally speaking, grammatical aspect is a distinction between a perfective
and an imperfective description of a situation (cf. Comrie 1976). Under a perfec-
tive description, a situation is conceived as complete and without reference to its
internal structure. Imperfective aspect, on the other hand, is more diverse and
subsumes the progressive, continuous, and habitual subtypes. In all these cases, a
situation is not (necessarily) described as complete but rather with reference to
its internal structure. The continuous and progressive aspect describes a situation
as ongoing, whereas habitual aspect indicates that a certain type of situation is
characteristic for an extended interval.
French has a grammaticalized aspect distinction in the past tense between a
perfective past (passé compose) and an imperfective past (imparfait). German does
not have one, but provides diUerent strategies for the expression of aspect. The
German Perfekt, for example, substitutes for the perfective aspect in some con-
texts. But the Perfekt is also compatible with an imperfective state of aUairs (cf.
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Löbner 2002). Both French and German, also make use of a periphrastic progres-
sive construction which can be combined with all tenses. In the French construc-
tion, the inWected auxiliary être ‘to be’ is combined with en train de ‘in the process
of’ and the main verb is realized as an inVnitive (26a). German uses a construction
consisting of the inWected auxiliary sein (to be), a contracted form of the prepo-
sition an (at) and the deVnite article in dative case which is realized as am ‘at.the’
and the main verb as a nominalized inVnitive (26b). This construction is called the
‘rheinische Verlaufsform’ and is often mentioned as being restricted to northern
dialects. Ebert (2000), for example, shows that this construction is developing
towards a grammaticalized progressive construction in colloquial German.
(26) a. Nous
we
sommes
are
en train de
prog
rénover
renovate
notre
our
maison.
house
‘We are renovating our house.’
b. Wir
we
sind
are
unser
our
Haus
house
am
at.the
Renovieren.
renovating
‘We are renovating our house.’
Starting with German, the examples in (27) show the combination of the degree
intensiVer sehr with a verb in the perfective (a) and progressive aspect (b). The
perfective sentence in (a) has the interpretation that the total amount of blood
emitted in the course of the event is large. A paraphrasing of the sentence is ‘the
boy emitted a lot of blood.’ For the progressive sentence in (b) the interpretation is
diUerent. Sehr does not specify the total amount of emitted blood, but the amount
of blood emitted at a certain stage of the event. Since the progressive describes an
ongoing event, no reference to the total amount of blood is possible. Also, both
interpretations do not entail each other. If someone emitted a lot of blood during
an event, he does not necessarily emit a lot of blood at each stage of the event.
Rather he could only emit a bit of blood at each stage of the event which adds
up to a large amount over the course of the whole event. Also, if one emits a lot
of blood at a single stage of an event, it does not mean that the total quantity of
blood has to be large as well. These are two related, but distinct interpretations of
degree gradation that depend on the choice of grammatical aspect.
(27) a. Der
the
Junge
boy
hat
has
sehr
very
geblutet.
bled
‘The boy bled a lot.’
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b. Der
the
Junge
boy
war
was
sehr
very
am
at.the
Bluten.
bleeding
‘The boy was bleeding a lot.’
The same eUect of aspect on the interpretation of the degree use of beaucoup can
be found in French (28). In (28a) we get the total quantity interpretation for the
perfective verb and for the verb used in the progressive construction we get a
speciVcation of the quantity of blood emitted at a certain stage of the event. In
contrast to the German example in (27a), the perfective sentence in (28a) also
licenses an extent reading of the intensiVer. Beaucoup does not give rise to an
extent reading in the progressive sentence in (b).
(28) a. Il
he
a
has
beaucoup
a lot
saigné.
bled
‘He bled a lot.’
b. Il
he
est
is
en train de
prog
saigner
to bleed
beaucoup.
a lot
‘He is bleeding a lot.’
German allows the combination of the adverbially used extent intensiVer vielwith
verbs in the perfective (29a) as well as progressive aspect (b). In the case of the
perfective verb bluten ‘bleed’ in (a) viel speciVes the frequency of bleeding events.
The sentence can be paraphrased as ‘last week, the wound bled often.’ Also, in
combination with the progressive in (b) viel speciVes the frequency of the event
and the sentence can be paraphrased as ‘the wound was bleeding often.’ This
frequency interpretation is incompatible with the meaning of the progressive, as
describing a single, ongoing event. In the context of extent gradation, the pro-
gressive is shifted towards a habitual interpretation of the imperfective aspect.
Comrie observes the same eUect for English examples as in (30). A lot speciVes
the frequency of events denoted by the perfective verb in (a), but it has the same
eUect with the progressive verb in (b). Comrie (1976: 37) mentions that (30b) is
an example of a habitual interpretation of the English progressive aspect. Even
without these days, a lot would force a habitual interpretation of the progres-
sive verb, which shows that it really is the extent intensiVer that constrains the
interpretation of grammatical aspect.
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(29) a. Letzte
last
Woche
week
hat
has
die
the
Wunde
wound
viel
much
geblutet.
bled
‘Last week, the wound bled a lot.’
b. Die
the
Wunde
wound
war
was
viel
much
am
at.the
Bluten.
bleeding
‘The wound was bleeding a lot.’
(30) a. We have gone to the opera a lot (these days).
b. We’re going to the opera a lot these days.
(Comrie 1976: 37)
The German and English examples have shown that the interpretation of extent
gradation does not change depending on the choice of grammatical aspect. Rather
it is the other way round and progressive aspect is shifted towards a habitual
reading by the extent intensiVer. This is expected given the incompatible require-
ments of the frequency reading of extent gradation, which requires a multiplicity
of events, and the progressive aspect, which describes a single and ongoing event.
As aspect shifts in its interpretation, it is reasonable to conclude that extent inten-
siVers have scope over aspect. One open question is why French does not allow
for an extent reading of beaucoup with verbs used in the periphrastic progressive
constructions. Answering this question would go beyond the limits of this paper.
This section has shown that extent and degree intensiVers have diUerent scope
relationships with regard to grammatical aspect. Extent intensiVers have scope
over grammatical aspect, whereas grammatical aspect has scope over degree in-
tensiVers. In the next section, I will show what this reveals for a RRG analysis
of the syntax of degree and extent intensiVers.
7 Syntax of verb gradation
The last section has shown that extent and degree intensiVers diUer in scope rela-
tionships with regard to grammatical aspect. I assume that semantic scope rela-
tionships are also syntactically reWected. Since grammatical aspect is expressed
by nucleus operators, degree gradation has to be located at the nucleus layer too.
Degree intensiVers therefore have to be nucleus adverbs; otherwise aspect could
not have scope over degree gradation. Extent intensiVers do not fall under the
scope of aspect, which perfectly Vts the assumption formulated in section 5 that
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extent gradation is expressed at the core layer. Based on this prediction, I assume
that adverbially used extent intensiVers are core adverbs. It follows that degree
and extent gradation are realized at two diUerent syntactic layers. The diUerence
between German viel and sehr is basically a syntactic one. Since adverbial viel
is an extent intensiVer, it is a core adverb, whereas the degree intensiVer sehr is
a nucleus adverb. Figure 2 shows the syntactic structure of the sentence Er hat
sehr geblutet ‘He bled a lot’ on the left and Er hat viel geblutet ‘He bled a lot’ on
the right. A note on the representation of the aspectual operator is required. As
discussed above, the German Perfekt cannot be conceived as expressing perfec-
tive aspect. But since each sentence has an aspectual interpretation, I assume an
aspectual operator, but it is not the Perfekt construction in German does functions
as an expression of perfective aspect. Therefore aspect is not linked to a certain
constituent in the constituent structure.
French adverbially used beaucoup is ambiguous between a degree and extent
reading. Both readings are related to diUerent syntactic conVgurations, as has
been shown in section 4. Given the data discussed in the last section, it is rea-
sonable to conclude that beaucoup in its extent use is realized at the core layer,
whereas the degree interpretation of beaucoup arises if it is used as a nucleus
adverb. Figure 3 shows the syntactic trees for verbal degree gradation (left) and
extent gradation (right) in French. Syntactically, extent and degree gradation are
realized in the same way in German and French, the only diUerence is that beau-
coup is syntactically ambiguous between being a nucleus as well as core adverb,
whereas the corresponding German degree expressions are not.
The syntactic diUerence between extent and degree gradation is semantically
motivated. Degree gradation aUects a gradable property lexicalized by the verb;
therefore the intensiVer directly applies to the verb. In case of bluten ‘bleed’, the
gradable property is a volume scale, measuring the volume of the emitted sub-
stance. Extent gradation does not aUect a gradable property of the verb but is an
attribute of the event. Temporal duration and frequency are gradable properties
of the event itself and not of the verb. Hence two diUerent sources contribute the
scales for verb gradation and the syntactic distinction discussed above is merely a
reWection of this fact.
The distinction between extent and degree gradation can be reduced to a syn-
tactic one and a uniform semantic analysis of adverbial degree expressions is
possible. Adverbial intensiVers always specify a degree on a scale and only the
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Clause
Core
Nuc
V
geblutet
V
Nuc
AdvNP
sehrhatEr
Aspect
Clause
Core
Nuc
V
geblutet
V
Nuc
AdvNP
vielhatEr
Aspect
Figure 2: Syntactic structure of verbal degree gradation (left) and extent gradation (right) in Ger-
man.14
Clause
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Nuc
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saigné
Nuc
Nuc
AdvNP
beaucoupaIl
Aspect
Clause
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Nuc
V
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Nuc
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beaucoupaIl
Aspect
Figure 3: Syntactic structure of verbal degree gradation (left) and extent gradation (right) in French.
source of the scale determines whether it results in degree or extent gradation.
Languages such as German, Polish or Tatar, which use diUerent adverbs for ex-
tent and degree gradation, use diUerent adverbs depending on the source of the
scale. If the scale is contributed by the verb, a degree intensiVer is used. But if
the event contributes the scale, an extent intensiVer is used for gradation. French,
Spanish and also English do not overtly distinguish between adverbial degree and
extent intensiVers, but rather have a syntactically ambiguous general degree ex-
pression. It is the syntactic conVguration in which the degree expression is used
that determines whether it results in degree or extent gradation.
14 Van Valin (2008) argues that the nominal of ‘NP’ has to be replaced by the notion of a ‘referential
phrase’ (RP). Since this does not aUect my analysis, I stay with the more traditional term NP.
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For indicating scope relationships, which are only implicit in the syntactic trees
above, RRG makes use of lexical decomposition. The original intention of lexical
decomposition in RRG is not to represent scope relationships but to determine the
linking of the verb’s arguments. Therefore the decompositional system, which is
based on Dowty (1979), is used to capture the grammatically relevant components
of verb meaning. RRG builds its lexical decomposition on Vendler’s (1957) system
of aktionsart classes, which I will not discuss in detail (for a full overview of the
lexical decompositions assumed in RRG cf. Van Valin 2005). Van Valin assumes
two basic types of predicates: states and activities. Activities are either one-
or two-place predicates that are always marked by the operator do’. This is a
two-place operator which takes the actor as its Vrst argument and the predicate
denoting the activity as its second one. The predicate decomposition for the verb
bluten is shown in (31).
(31) bluten do’(x, bleed’(x))
Adverbs are represented in the predicate decompositional system as one-place
predicates that modify logical structures or parts of logical structures. Operators,
on the other hand, which do not receive a semantic interpretation in RRG, are
merely indicated by angled brackets in the logical structures. In (32a) the (par-
tial) logical structure for German extent gradation – hat viel geblutet ‘has bled a
lot’ – is shown. viel’ takes the activity predicate as well as the aspectual opera-
tor in its scope. In (b) the logical representation for degree gradation is indicated.
sehr’ only has the logical structure representing the activity predicate in its scope,
whereas the aspectual operator precedes the adverb. The representations in (32)
clearly allow the indication of the scope relationships, even if operators and ad-
verbs are realized in two diUerent projections.
(32) a. hat viel geblutet viel’ (〈ASP PERF ( do’(x, bleed’(x)))〉)
b. hat sehr geblutet (〈ASP PERF (sehr’( do’(x, bleed’(x)))〉)
Although the representations in (32) can be used to indicate scope relationships,
they are not suXcient to explain diUerences with respect to verb gradation which
show up between verbs belonging to the same semantic class (in the sense of
Levin 1993). First, verbs diUer with regard to the scale they lexicalize. Compare
bluten, which was discussed above, with another verb of emission like dröhnen
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‘drone’. Dröhnen is a verb of sound emission and example (33) has the inter-
pretation that the intensity of the sound (meaning the loudness) is high. Both
dröhnen and bluten are activity predicates and belong to the same semantic class;
hence they do not diUer with respect to lexical decomposition (34). Nevertheless,
with respect to degree gradation both verbs diUer in lexicalizing diUerent types of
scales. This diUerence between the verbs can only be captured by a deeper lexical
decomposition, which further decomposes the constant elements (cf. Löbner 2012
for a similar claim).
(33) Der
the
Motor
engine
hat
has
sehr
very
gedröhnt.
droned
‘The engine drones a lot.’
(34) a. bluten do’(x, bleed’(x))
b. dröhnen do’(x, drone’(x))
A second reason for a deeper lexical decomposition is that otherwise the inter-
action of grammatical aspect and degree gradation cannot be explained. Not all
gradable verbs show an eUect of grammatical aspect on degree gradation, only
change of state verbs like widen, grow and stabilize and verbs of substance emis-
sion do (cf. Fleischhauer 2013, 2016). By considering the examples in (33) and
(35) it can be shown that grammatical aspect does not aUect degree gradation of
verbs of sound emission. In the perfective example in (33) sehr speciVes the sound
intensity, the emitted sound is described as ‘very loud.’ The same interpretation
obtains for the progressive sentence in (35). To explain why degree gradation
interacts for some verbs with grammatical aspect and for others not requires a
closer look at the semantics of the respective verbs.
(35) Der
the
Motor
engine
ist
is
sehr
very
am
at.the
Dröhnen.
droning
‘The engine is droning a lot.’
Since the aim of this paper is to provide an explanation for the diUerence be-
tween extent and degree gradation, I will not go further into a discussion of an
appropriate deeper lexical decomposition. The central outcome of this section is
that degree and extent gradation are realized at two diUerent syntactic layers and
that this syntactic distinction is semantically motivated. In the next section, I will
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come back to the question why expressions used for extent gradation can also
be used as adnominal quantity expressions but expressions restricted to degree
gradation like German sehr cannot.
8 Syntax of adnominal quantity expressions
In the last section, I presented the claim that adverbially used viel is a core adverb,
whereas sehr is a nucleus adverb. In this section, I will argue that the speciVcation
of a nominal quantity is also an operation at the core layer. The expression of an
adnominal quantity is the nominal equivalent of extent gradation in the verbal
domain; therefore it is not unexpected that degree expressions used for extent
gradation also show up in the nominal domain.
Role and Reference Grammar proposes a layered structure of the NP analogous
to the layered structure of the clause. The three layers in the case of NPs are:
nominal nucleus, nominal core, which is the nucleus and the arguments of a
complex derived nominal, and NP layer, which corresponds to the clause layer
(Van Valin 2005: 24). As in clauses, there is also a periphery for each layer of the
NP as well as a nominal operator projection. Van Valin (2005: 24) mentions the
following nominal operators: nominal aspect (mass/count distinction, classiVers)
at the nucleus layer, negation, number and quantiVcation at the core layer and
deVniteness and deixis at the NP layer. With regard to core operators Van Valin
(2005: 24) states that they are about quantity and NP-level operators are used to
integrate the NP in discourse. Crucially, operators at the nucleus layer are taken
to be restrictive modiVers, whereas those at higher layers are not (Van Valin 2005:
24).
It matters for the analysis whether we take viel to be a quantiVer or an adjective.
If we analyze it as a quantiVer, vielwould be a coreN-level operator. But if we take
it to be an adjective, it would not be located in the operator structure but rather
be considered part of the constituent structure. With regard to their place in the
constituent structure Van Valin (2005: 26) writes: “[. . .] adjectives are best treated
on the analogy of adverbs in the clause: they are constituents of the (nuclearN) pe-
riphery whose position is constrained by the iconicity principle – they must occur
closer to the nominal nucleus than coreN- and NP-level operators and modiVers.”
This only holds for restrictive adjectives, since in analogy to nucleus operators
all restrictive adjunct modiVers are located in the nuclearN periphery (Van Valin
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2005: 24). Nonrestrictive modiVers are considered to be located at the NP-level
periphery, whereas the coreN-level periphery contains “adjunct setting NPs and
adverbials of complex event expressions” (Van Valin 2005: 26). Viel is a nonre-
strictive modiVer and I will claim that it is located in the coreN-level periphery,
which is – as stated above – concerned with quantity. Starting with an argumen-
tation in favor of viel’s status as an adjective, two morphosyntactic arguments
supporting this view can be put forward. First, quantity expressions like viel can
be realized in a diUerent position in the NP than quantiVers such as einige ‘some‘.
In (36a) the order of elements in the NP is shown. The quantiVer has to precede
the deVnite article, whereas the quantity expressions viel can follow the article.
Other adjectives like klein ‘small’ follow the quantity expression. QuantiVers are
always the Vrst element in the NP (cf., (37)), if the NP does not contain a quanti-
Ver, then the deVnite article is in Vrst position (b). Viel can be in the Vrst position
of the NP only if the NP does not contain a quantiVer (c) or is used in a partitive
construction with a deVnite article in genitive case. Comparing the form of viel in
(36a, b) with the one in (c, d) shows that the quantity expression has a diUerent
form if it is the Vrst element in the NP. This leads to the second morphosyntactic
argument for taking viel as an adjective.
(36) a. einige
some
der
the
vielen
many
kleinen
small
Äpfel
apples
‘some of the many small apples’
b. die
the
vielen
many
kleinen
small
Äpfel
apples
‘the many small apples’
c. viele
many
kleine
small
Äpfel
apples
‘many small apples’
d. viele
many
der
the.gen
kleinen
small
Äpfel
apples
’many of the small apples’
(37) *die
the
einige
some
kleine
small
Äpfel
apples
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Quantity expressions in German decline like adjectives. German distinguishes
between a weak and a strong adjectival declension (there is also a mixed type
which is left aside in the following discussion). Table 2 is the paradigm for all
four cases in the plural. Each cell shows the inWection of the adjective alt ‘old’
and the quantity expression viel. As can be seen, the quantity expression and
the adjective inWect the same way. Adjectives exhibit the weak declension if, for
example, they are preceded by the deVnite article. The strong declension is used
if the adjective is the Vrst element in the NP or if it is preceded by the indeVnite
article (cf. Esau 1973 for a discussion of the function of the diUerent adjective
endings in German). QuantiVers only show the strong declension, since they are
never preceded by the deVnite article, as shown by the ordering in (36) and (37).
Case Strong declension Weak declension
Nominative alt-e Männer
viel-e Männer
die alt-en Männer
die viel-en Männer
Accusative alt-e Männer
viel-e Männer
die alt-en Männer
die viel-en Männer
Dative alt-en Männern
viel-en Männern
den alt-en Männern
den viel-en Männern
Genitive alt-er Männer
viel-er Männer
der alt-en Männer
der viel-en Männer
Table 2: Adjective declension in German, plural forms for the weak and strong declension type.
The morphosyntactic and language speciVc arguments presented above can be
supplemented by a semantic argumentation. There is some debate on the seman-
tic status of adnominal quantity expressions, i. e., whether they are quantiVers
or rather as adjectives. Usually, quantiVers are taken in the sense of Generalized
QuantiVer Theory (GQT, Barwise & Cooper 1981). In such a view, they take two
set-denoting expressions (type 〈e,t〉) as arguments and make a predication about
the intersection of both sets. They take two arguments and return a truth value,
therefore they are of type 〈〈e,t〉〈〈e,t〉t〉〉. Adjectives, in the semantic sense, are
taken as modiVers and modiVers take an unsaturated expression as their argu-
ment and return an expression of the same type (type 〈〈x,t〉〈x,t〉〉).
Adnominal quantity expressions have two diUerent readings, which are called
‘proportional’ and ‘cardinal’ readings. The proportional reading of (38) is that
a large proportion of the linguistics students signed up for the class or that the
number of linguistics students that has signed up for class is large. Partee (1988)
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argues that only the proportional reading requires a quantiVcational analysis of
many, whereas in its cardinal reading many is used as an adjective, i. e., modiVer.
(38) Many linguistics students signed up for the class.
Following Partee’s argumentation for adnominal quantity expressions, there is
no need to postulate a quantiVcational analysis of beaucoup. Authors such as
Hoeksema (1983), Löbner (1987a, 1987b, 1990) and Solt (2009) argue against Par-
tee’s ambiguity analysis of adnominal quantity expressions. Löbner, for example,
assumes that the cardinal reading of expressions like English much/many and
German viel is basic and that the distinction between cardinal and proportional
readings is merely a pragmatic rather than a semantic one. He argues that infor-
mation structure aUects the interpretation of the adnominal quantity expression
and hence there is no need to analyze them as quantiVers. I will not go into
the details of the argumentation against a quantiVcational analysis of adnominal
quantity expressions but refer the reader to the literature mentioned above and
the references cited within.15 I follow Löbner’s argumentation and assume that
adnominal quantity expressions are adjectives rather than quantiVers.16
Taken together, there are semantic as well as morphosyntactic arguments in
favor of treating quantity expressions as adjectives/modiVers rather than opera-
tors/quantiVers. But if they are adjectives, they have to be located at the nominal
core layer. The reason is that viel is not only sensitive to the mass/count dis-
tinction but also to number. As (39a) shows, viel cannot combine with a singular
count noun but requires a plural noun (b). Mass nouns are transnumeral and
license quantity expressions (c). Morphologically Wasser ‘water’ is singular and
also viel shows singular agreement.
(39) a. *viel
much.sg
Buch
book.sg
15 The same argumentation as applied to adnominal quantity expressions can be used to show that
extent intensiVers function as modiVers rather than quantiVers (cf. de Swart 1993 and Abeille et
al. 2004).
16 The rejection of a quantiVcational analysis for degree/quantity expressions does not mean that
they are modiVers, rather a further option is that they are argument saturating expressions, which
saturate a degree argument. Cf. Kennedy & McNally (2005b) for a discussion of this matter. For the
purposes of this paper this question need not to be resolved (but see the discussion in Fleischhauer
2016 on this point).
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b. viele
much.pl
Bücher
book.pl
‘many books’
c. viel
much.sg
Wasser
water.sg
‘much water’
Since number is a nominal core operator and viel is sensitive to number, viel has
to be located at the coreN layer too. The resulting tree for the NP die vielen alten
Männer ‘the many old men’ is shown in Vgure 4.
NP
CORENPERIPHERY
NucNPERIPHERY
N
Männer
N
Nuc
CORE NUM
Nuc
ADJADJ
altenvielenDie
DEF
Figure 4: Syntactic structure of the NP die vielen alten Männer.
Analyzing quantity adjectives as located in the periphery of the nominal core
Vts with Van Valin’s characterization of core operators as being about quantity.
Ergo, we have the adjectival equivalent to those operators located at the same
layer as the operators are. Furthermore, by analyzing viel as a core adjective we
receive a uniform syntactic analysis of viel – as located in the core periphery –
in its adnominal as well as adverbial uses. This leads to the claim that quantity
is syntactically realized in the same way across category borders and also makes
it possible to explain the cross-linguistic data discussed in section 3. Languages
use the same expressions for extent gradation and the speciVcation of a nominal
quantity because it is semantically expressed at the core layer.
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9 Conclusion
The general topic of this paper was the distinction between verbal extent and
degree gradation. It showed that languages mark extent and degree gradation
in diUerent ways. Languages such as English and French use the same degree
expression for both types of verb gradation, whereas Polish and German (among
other languages) have two diUerent degree expressions for both subtypes. The
question emerged whether French and English display the same distinction be-
tween extent and degree gradation as German and Polish do. The answer given
in the paper is: yes, they do. Degree gradation is expressed at the nucleus layer,
extent gradation is realized at the core layer. Adverbially used degree expressions
such as English a lot and French beaucoup are syntactically ambiguous between
core and nucleus adverbs. Corresponding degree expressions in German and Pol-
ish are syntactically unambiguous.
A follow-up question is why expressions used for extent gradation can also be
used as adnominal quantity expressions, whereas expressions restricted to degree
gradation cannot. The answer to this question is that quantity in the nominal
domain is also expressed at the core layer. Extent intensiVers operate at the right
syntactic layer, which licenses their cross-categorical distribution. This leads to
the claim that quantity is uniformly expressed at the core layer, irrespective of
whether it is a nominal or verbal quantity.
In a next step, the analysis has to be extended to adadjectival uses of degree
expressions like in (40). Van Valin (2008) proposes that also modiVer phrases
have a layered structure and it would be relevant to how the adjectival data Vt
into the analysis presented in this paper.
(40) a. Der
the
Junge
boy
ist
is
sehr
very
groß.
tall
‘The boy is very tall.’
b. Der
the
Junge
boy
ist
is
viel
much
größer
taller
als
than
sein
his
Bruder.
brother
‘The boy is much taller than his brother.’
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Appendix
I.) Data from Tatar (Turkic, Altaic)17
Tatar uses two diUerent degree expressions, which are on the one hand bik ‘very’
for the positive form of adjectives (Ai) and verbal degree gradation (Bi). On
the other hand it uses küp ‘a lot’ for grading comparatives (Aii), verbal extent
gradation (Bii, iii) and the expression of adnominal quantity (Ci, ii).
(A) i. marat
Marat
bik
very
bijek.
tall
‘Marat is very tall.’
ii. marat
Marat
küp-kä
a lot-dat
alsu-dan
Alsu-abl
bijek-räk.
tall-comp
‘Marat is much taller than Alsu.’
(B) i. kɤɤk
dog
bik
very
kurk-ɤt-tɤ
fear-caus-pst.3sg
marat-nɤ.
Marat-acc
‘The dog frightened Marat a lot.’
ii. marat
Marat
küp
a lot
jer-i
go-ipfv
kino-ga.
cinema-dat
‘Marat goes to the cinema a lot.’
17 The Tatar data I owe to Sergei Tatevosov.
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iii. marat
Marat
küp
a lot
jɤkla-dɤ
sleep-pst
kicäge
last
ten-ne.
night-acc
‘Marat slept a lot last night.’
(C) i. marat
Marat
küp
a lot
alma
apple
aša-dɤ.
eat-pst
‘Marat ate many apples.’
ii. marat
Marat
küp
a lot
šurba
soup
aša-dɤ.
eat-pst
‘Marat ate a lot of soup.’
II.) Data from Bulgarian (Slavic, Indo-European)18
Bulgarian uses one and the same degree expression in the adjectival, verbal as
well as nominal domain.
(A) a. Momče-to
boy-def
običa
loves
mnogo
a lot
majka
mother
si.
refl
‘The boy loves his mother very much.’
b. Toj
he
hodi
go
mnogo
a lot
na
prep
kino.
kino
‘He goes to the cinema a lot.’
c. Snošti
last.night
spah
sleep.aor
mnogo.
a lot
‘Last night, I slept a lot.’ (= long duration)
(B) a. Momče-to
boy-def
e
aux
mnogo
a lot
visoko.
tall
‘The boy is very tall.’
b. Momče-to
boy-def
e
aux
mnogo
a lot
po-visoko
comp-tall
ot
prep
prijatel-ja
friend-def
si.
poss
‘The boy is much taller than his friend.’
(C) a. Toj
he
ima
has
mnogo
a lot
knigi.
book.pl
‘He has many books.’
b. V
prep
kofa-ta
bucket-def
ima
has
mnogo
a lot
voda.
water
‘There is much water in the bucket.’
18 The Bulgarian data I owe to Syuzan Sachliyan and Katina Bontcheva.
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